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HOW TO ATTACK VANDALISM experts say that traditional methods—chain fences, burglar alarm systems, patrols and watchdogs—do not get at the core of the problem

"WHAT ABOUT THOSE GRAPHITE SHAFTS?" this is the hottest topic of discussion in golf circles today

SERVICE: THE POTENT PROFIT TOOL "service above all" is the motto at Columbia's pro shop, and sales volume proves the wisdom of these words

PLANNED PROFIT AT FRIENDLY HILLS with his new pro shop, new design and display techniques, pro Bruce Wyatt has increased his gross revenue by 39 per cent

THE PROFITABLE TRIO the team approach, says the author, is the only way to operate a golf course profitably and efficiently

TRANSITION TRAP superintendents who work in the "transition" zones have an especially difficult job—which is being made easier by turfgrass research, this work also benefits those in other zones

TURFGRASS RESEARCH IN JEOPARDY the proposed reduction in federal funds for agricultural research can have far reaching effects on the total turfgrass industry

HOW ARE CLUBS FAIRING IN THE OSHA STORM? OSHA now is trying to educate employers to help in creating safe working conditions, rather than simply penalizing noncompliance

NON-PROFIT STATUS: DOES IT MEAN MORE THAN MONEY? this month's article deals with how a change in status affects a club's liquor license as well as its status under state and local taxes
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